Abstract. Agent-oriented software engineering can be viewed as applying software engineering principles to agent-oriented development or applying agent-oriented principles to software engineering. In this paper, we are more concerned with the second view. We describe how prototype systems can be efficiently created from agent-oriented domain and design models. We propose a conceptual space that accommodates model transformations described by the Model-Driven Architecture. We explain agent-oriented domain models and platform-independent design models and show how the first can be mapped to the latter. We demonstrate how design models can be turned into the implementation of an agentbased prototype on a specific platform. The approach has potential for accelerating the process of rapid prototyping.
Introduction
Agent-oriented software engineering can be viewed as applying software engineering techniques and principles to the development of agent-oriented systems, but also as applying agent-oriented principles to developing software. In the latter spirit, we believe that agent-oriented modelling techniques are not just useful for designing systems consisting of software agents, i.e. multi-agent systems. Agent-oriented modelling can, and should, be more generally utilized for designing distributed open socio-technical systems. It can accommodate Web services and component-based systems. What makes agent-oriented modelling suitable is distinguishing between active entities -agents -and passive ones -objects.
Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [1] by Object Management Group (OMG) is an approach to using models in software development that separates the domain model of a socio-technical system from its design and implementation models. The MDA proposes three types of models: Computation-Independent Models (CIM), Platform-Independent Models (PIM), and Platform Specific Models (PSM). In MDA, a platform denotes a set of subsystems and technologies that provide a coherent set of functionalities through interfaces and specified usage patterns. Some examples of platforms are CORBA, Java 2 Enterprise Edition, Microsoft.NET and JADE.
In addition to defining model types at different abstraction layers, the MDA also introduces the term "Model transformation" which is the process of converting one model to another model of the same system. It defines mapping between models as a "specification of a mechanism for transforming the elements of a model conforming to a particular metamodel into elements of another model that conforms to another (possibly the same) metamodel" [1] . To that end, different techniques like model marking as described by MDA, and using templates and mapping languages have been proposed. The MDA focuses on transformation between PIM and PSM, because executable PSM models can be easily generated from PIM models. This is not the case for mapping from CIM to PIM, which are conceptually more separated. To support mapping from CIM to PIM, we propose an appropriate set of CIM and PIM concepts that can be mapped from one another.
As represented in Figure 1 , the modelling abstractions we advocate in CIM include goals and roles, which appear in most agent-oriented methodologies with a similar -though often not identical -meaning. In addition, social policies are constraints on interaction and behaviour of agents playing the roles. Domain entities define the basic concepts of the problem domain at hand.
For PIM, we have chosen activities that are triggered by rules as key notions. Both activities and rules are rooted in activity theory [16] . We prefer them to capabilities and plans because activities and rules represent more naturally the nature of activities by human and man-made agents and are free from the bias towards any specific agent architecture like BDI [6] . According to Figure 1 , goals and roles can be mapped to activity types and agent types, respectively. Social policies can be mapped to rules and domain entities to knowledge items. Activity types, in turn, consist of action types.
The mappings explained do not imply the losing of knowledge of higher abstraction levels at lower abstraction levels. For example, the knowledge of roles can still be retained and utilized at the PIM level and goals after they have been assigned to activities for achieving them can still be explicitly represented in PIM.
The platform-independent notions action types, rules, and agent types, along with perception types and knowledge items can be mapped into the corresponding concrete action types, behavioural construct types, and concrete agent types as well as event types and concrete object types of some specific platform like JADE [13] .
The mappings outlined in Figure 1 can be used for rapid obtaining of prototypes. In some cases, also final implementations can be obtained, but usually design decisions are restricted by commercially available and preferred technology.
In addition to the horizontal dimension of modelling, which is represented by Figure 1 , there is also a vertical dimension. In [9] , the first author has performed a thorough study of various software engineering methodologies and modelling approaches and has concluded that agent-oriented models should address a problem domain from six perspectives: informational, organisational, interactional,
